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Five sets of partition polynomials--the associahedra, (OEIS A133437); the refined Narayana

(A134264); the refined inverse Narayana, (A350499), the special Schur expansion
coefficient, (A355201, denoted also by elsewhere); and the reciprocal, (A263633),
partition polynomials--form a group that is inextricably intertwined with three pairs of formally
compositionally inverse series convergent, when convergent, in different domains of the
complex plane, or Riemann sphere.  These are key players in my recent blog posts, entries in
the OEIS, and questions posed on MathOverflow (see the links in the OEIS entries and the
biblio below). Refer to these refs for examples of these partition polynomials and spot-checks of
key identities among those presented below. The emphasis here is on identities among the
gang that derive from their connections imposed by their roles in three pairs of series--two
Laurent and one power series--with each member of each pair compositionally inverse to the
other member in the pair. Relations to a larger group, the full set of Schur expansion coefficient
polynomials, are presented in my post “One Matrix to Rule Them All” and several subsequent
posts.

One compositionally inverse pair of formal Laurent series is

Pair  1

and

;

https://oeis.org/A133437
https://oeis.org/A134264
https://oeis.org/A350499
https://oeis.org/A355201
https://oeis.org/A263633


another,

Pair 2

and

while, the canonical inverse pair of power series is

Pair 3

and

.

From Pairs 2 & 3, we can directly infer the following identities under indeterminate substitution
with the identity transformation that

;

for example,

.

Considering reciprocals from Pairs 1 & 3,



,

so

with inverse

,

,

Implying

and, therefore,

Also from Pairs 1 & 3,

,

so the inverse is

so



,

implying

.

The two identities implied by Pairs 1 & 3 via the reciprocations of arguments and series

and

encode what we can infer directly from the analytic definition of the reciprocal polynomials, that

for

and from the other identity

so .

So, unpacking the compositional inversions of the power and Laurent series with the help of
reciprocals, or multiplicative inverses, we have the inversion group relations

,

and ,

from which we can infer a number of other identities:

, as shown above,

,

,

, making and a conjugate dual pair via ,

,

and



, making and a conjugate dual pair via as well.,

Now consider similar maneuvers with Pairs 1 & 2.

and

,

and

,

so

.

We already have a sufficient number of group identities to prove that , but let's use
the compositional Pairs 1 & 2 again to show this.

and



,

and

,

,

so

,

and this we could also obtain from our previously derived identity via

.

Reprising, the three pairs of compositionally inverse series along with the reciprocal expansion
suffices to establish the five identities, or group actions,

,

,

and

.

From the first three lines of identities, we have already derived above

,

,

,



, so and are conjugate duals via ,

, and

, so and are conjugate duals via .

Additional identities introduced by including

are

, as shown above,

,

, and

, so and are conjugate duals via ,

.
__________

Appendix

Of course, also follows directly from the set's interpretation as expansion coefficients
for the reciprocal of a formal o.g.f.; for example,

,

so

,

implying, ,



i.e., multiplicative inversion is an involution, naturally.

_____________

Related Stuff

“
The first five refs are my posts on my blog / mini-aRxiv Shadow of Simplicity.

“Matryoshka Dolls: Iterated noncrossing partitions, the refined Narayana group, and quantum
fields”

“One Matrix to Rule Them All”

“Generalized Schur Expansion Koefficients”

“Schur expansion coefficients, generalized Faber polynomials, convolutions, and umbral
identities”

“A Taste of Moonshine in Free Moments: Cumulants and moments of free probability,
noncrossing partitions, and inversions of Laurent series”

The following three refs are questions I posted on MathOverflow,

“Combinatorics of iterated composition of noncrossing partition polynomials”

“Examples of infinite dimensional involutions”

“Combinatorics for the action of Virasoro / Kac–Schwarz operators: partition polynomials of free
probability theory”

There are more posts and OEIS contributions (with a combinatorial explosion of links) I’ve made
over the years related to the associahedra polynomials (a.k.a., the refined Euler characteristic,
or refined face, polynomials of the associahedra) and refined Narayana polynomials
(enumerating and labeling noncrossing partitions, Dyck paths, ordered trees, and more) and
their connections to algebra /  analysis, geometry / topology, combinatorics, and physics than I
can shake a stick at, and there is another gang of five on the other side of the tracks hanging
with e.g.f.s rather than o.g.f.s--the refined Eulerian (A125471) and their inverse shadows
(A356145, in draft), the permutahedra polynomials (A133314), the classic Lagrange inversion
polynomials (A134685), and a new set of polynomials (the counterpart to the
polynomials, which I have denoted by in other writings, soon to be in the OEIS}.

https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2022/07/08/iterated-noncrossing-partitions-and-quantum-fields/
https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2022/07/08/iterated-noncrossing-partitions-and-quantum-fields/
https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2022/07/27/one-matrix-to-rule-them-all/
https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2022/08/02/generalized-schur-expansion-koefficients/
https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2022/08/02/schur-expansion-coefficients-generalized-faber-polynomials-convolutions-and-umbral-identities/
https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2022/08/02/schur-expansion-coefficients-generalized-faber-polynomials-convolutions-and-umbral-identities/
https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2022/01/29/a-taste-of-moonshine-in-free-moments/
https://tcjpn.wordpress.com/2022/01/29/a-taste-of-moonshine-in-free-moments/
https://mathoverflow.net/questions/425283/combinatorics-of-iterated-composition-of-noncrossing-partition-polynomials
https://mathoverflow.net/questions/422539/examples-of-infinite-dimensional-involutions
https://mathoverflow.net/questions/412573/combinatorics-for-the-action-of-virasoro-kac-schwarz-operators-partition-poly
https://mathoverflow.net/questions/412573/combinatorics-for-the-action-of-virasoro-kac-schwarz-operators-partition-poly
https://oeis.org/A145271
https://oeis.org/A133314
https://oeis.org/A134685



